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Abstract: A vactrain (or vacuum tube high-speed flying train) is considered as a novel proposed rail
transportation approach in the ultra-high-speed scenario. The maglev train can run with low mechanical
friction, low air resistance, and low noise mode at a speed exceeding 1000 km/h inside the vacuum
tube regardless of weather conditions. Currently, there is no research on train-to-ground wireless
communication system for vactrain. In this paper, we first summarize a list of the unique challenges
and opportunities associated with the wireless communication for vactrain, then analyze the bandwidth
and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of vactrain’s train-to-ground communication services
quantitatively. To address these challenges and utilize the unique opportunities, a leaky waveguide
solution with simple architecture but excellent performance is proposed for wireless coverage for
vactrains. The simulation of the leaky waveguide is conducted, and the results show the uniform phase
distribution along the horizontal direction of the tube, but also the smooth field distribution at the
point far away from the leaky waveguide, which can suppress Doppler frequency shift, indicating that
the time-varying frequency-selective fading channel could be approximated as a stationary channel.
Furthermore, the train-to-ground wireless access architectures based on leaky waveguide are studied
and analyzed. Finally, the moving scheme is adopted based on centralized, cooperative, cloud Radio
Access Network (C-RAN), so as to deal with the extremely frequent handoff issue.

Keywords: vacuum tube high-speed flying train; train-to-ground communication; leaky waveguide;
C-RAN; moving cell

1. Introduction

The rise of High Speed Railway (HSR) around the world enables a faster, safer, and cheaper
transportation system that caters for the demand of numerous passengers. However, the further
development of HSR is mainly constrained by the three factors: resistance between wheel and rail,
resistance of the air, and aerodynamic noise. The measured data reveals that when the velocity of
the train reaches up to 400 km/h, the resistance of the air will account for more than 80% of the train
traction, causing a large waste of energy. As a consequence of the above three constraints, the critical
velocity of HSR is 600 km/h [1] .

With the rapid development of HSR, the next generation of ultra-high-speed transportation
technology—vactrain, has gradually come to people’s attention. The vactrain is a magnetically levitated
or magnetically powered train system, which operates inside the evacuated or partly evacuated (air-less)
tubes. As mentioned above, aerodynamic drag is the dominant factor hindering speedup of HSR.
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Therefore, the reduced air resistance could permit vactrain to travel at very high speeds with relatively
little power up to 1000–4000 km/h, or 5–6 times the speed of sound (Mach 1) at standard conditions.

The concept of vacuum tube transportation was first proposed by Robert Goddard, the father of
modern rockets, in 1904 [1]. In 2013, Elon Musk, the CEO of Tesla and SpaceX, published a white paper
called “Hyperloop Alpha“, proposing the hyperloop technology based on the vactrain concept [2].
At present, significant research efforts are underway to promote the practical application of vacuum tube
transportation in China and the United States. On 12 May 2016, Hyperloop One, an American vacuum
tube transportation company, first comprehensively tested the propulsion system of hyperloop [3].
In 2018, another US vacuum tube rail developer, Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (HTT),
announced plans to build hyperloop lines in Toulouse, France and Tongren, Guizhou, China [4,5].
In 2017, China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), the country’s state-run space
contractor, announced that they has initiated research on project of vacuum tube high-speed flying
train [6].

At present, almost no research is available on train-to-ground communication for vactrain according
to the published results. Thus, the wireless communication technologies that have been studied or
applied in the railway systems will be first reviewed. The current wireless communication technologies
applied to railway systems mainly include GSM for Railway (GSM-R), LTE-R (LTE for railways),
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), LTE for Metros (LTE-M), 38G mm wave technology (Shanghai
maglev [7]), etc.

GSM-R aims at the characteristics of train dispatching, train control, and high-speed operation
in railway communication [8]. Despite the overwhelming maturity and popularity, GSM-R is on
the way out due to the hindrance of increasing interference from public networks and increasing
bandwidth requirements. In the future, LTE-R, which is based on the LTE standard, is a likely
candidate for GSM-R [9]. The world’s first rail service to support LTE is China’s heavy haul railway
from Shenchi to Huanghua [10].

For urban transit rail systems, IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac based on WLANs is currently a prevalent
choice due to the available commercial-off-the-shelf equipments [11]. However, WLANs are not
specifically designed for high mobility scenarios, and there are some problems for WLAN-based
Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC) systems, such as handoff and Quality of Service (QoS)
issues [12]. Recently, LTE-M, based on the TD-LTE standard, has been proposed as the communication
method in urban transit rail systems. In China, LTE has been adopted as the communication method in
the passenger information system of Zhengzhou metro Line 1, which operates in the 1795 to 1805 MHz
frequency band [13].

The 38 GHz MilliMeter-Wave (MMW) wireless communication technology is the applied in
Shanghai maglev system [7]. The 38 GHz MMW system could provide a capacity reach up to 100 Mbps,
but also ensure the delay less than 5 ms and the Bit Error Rate (BER) of safe-related data transmission
in the order of 10−5 [14]. The mmW communication system is also a candidate for the system
offering high-speed communication services in HSTs. Junhyeong Kim and Gyu Kim [15] proposed
the DAS-based 28 GHz millimeter-wave mobile communication system for HSTs, and analyzed the
potential of the system through the computer simulations, showing that the enormous throughput
exceeding 2 Gbps can be achieved in the HST moving at a speed of 400 km/h.

Table 1 summarizes an overall performance comparison of the mentioned wireless technologies
in high-speed scenario. However, the maximum supporting speed of these technologies does not
exceed 500 km/h, whereas the vactrain operates at a speed exceeding 1000 km/h. In terms of 5G
system, Section 6.1.5 of the standardized manuscript 3GPP TR 38.913 [16] clearly indicates that 5G NR
supports a maximum speed of 500 km/h. Thus, the current railways communication system based on
LTE cannot support the train-to-ground communication for vactrain.
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Table 1. Applied wireless technologies in railway systems.

Technology Datarate (DL/UL) Working Frequency Supporting Speed Maturity

GSM-R 172 Kbps
885∼889 MHz(UL)
930∼934 MHz(DL) <500 km/h End of Life 2025

LTE-R 50 Mbps/10 Mbps 450/800/1400 MHz <500 km/h Emerging

WLAN 12 Mbps/12 Mbps 2.4/5 GHz <100 km/h Widely adopted

LTE-M 50 Mbps/10 Mbps 1.785∼1.805 GHz <500 km/h Emerging

28G mmW 2000 Mbps 27 GHz <400 km/h Emerging

38G mmW
(Maglev) 8 Mbps/4 Mbps 37.1∼38.5 GHz <500 km/h Mature

Same as the current HSR [17] and maglev train [7], the train-to-ground wireless communication
is crucial for the safe operation of vactrain. The communication system is responsible for providing
bidirectional and reliable data transmission channels between the train and ground to meet the specific
needs of integrated services transmission [18]. However, due to the two unique features of vactrain—
closed metal vacuum tube and ultra-high velocity—the train-to-ground wireless communication for
vactrains will be more challenging than that of the current HSR [19] and maglev train. Therefore, a
wireless communication system of high reliability and high performance dedicated to scenario of speed
exceeding 1000 km/h needs to be investigated, catering for the strong train-to-ground communication
demand of vactrain.

The goal of this article is to study wireless communication systems that aim to make wireless
access available between the vactrain and ground. The main contributions are listed as follows.
(1) We summarized a list of the unique challenges and opportunities associated with the wireless
communication for vactrain. (2) The bandwidth and QoS requirements of vactrain’s train-to-ground
communication service are quantitatively analyzed and presented. (3) A leaky waveguide is proposed
to suppress the severe Doppler frequency shift in high-speed scenario. (4) An electromagnetic lens
system is proposed to achieve direct wireless coverage for user equipments inside the train. (5) The
moving cell scheme based on the C-RAN architecture is adopted to deal with the issue of extremely
frequent handoff.

The structure of this article is as follows. We first reviews wireless communication technologies
researched or deployed in the railway systems, then analyze their feasibility for vactrain’s
train-to-ground communication. The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 summarizes
several key challenges of train-to-ground wireless communication for the vactrain. In Section 3, the
bandwidth and QoS requirements of vactrain’s train-to-ground communication service are analyzed
quantitatively. In Section 4, a leaky waveguide with simple architecture is proposed for the wireless
access inside the tube, of which the simulation results show that the severe Doppler frequency shift
is restrained largely. Section 5 introduces some solutions to establish wireless link between the train
user equipments and leaky waveguide. In Section 6, the moving cell scheme based on the C-RAN
architecture is adopted to deal with the issue of extremely frequent handoff. Finally, in Section 7, we
provide concluding remarks.

2. Key Challenges of Vactrain’s Wireless Communications

The distinctive scenario of enclosed metal tube and ultra-high terminals’ speed impose numerous
challenges on the modeling, design, analysis, and evaluations of the train-to-ground wireless
communication systems of vactrain [20]. In the meantime, high mobility and the fully enclosed
vacuum tube wall also provide unique opportunities that can be exploited to facilitate system designs
and to improve system performance. The key challenges faced by the design of vactrain’s wireless
communication, as well as some opportunities that can benefit system designs, are listed as follows.
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(1) Propagation characteristics in the tube: For the design of wireless communications network, the
knowledge of the wireless channel, which has a close relationship with propagation scenarios, is
the fundamental basis. Different from traditional tunnel scenarios [21–24], which mainly consists
of stone and clay, the vactrains are operating inside the fully enclosed metal tube wall, resulting
in the unique propagation environment for wireless signal. From the aspect of waveguide, the
concept of “mode“ can be used to analyze the propagation characterization of radio waves in
the tube [25,26]. Based on this theory, the high-order mode gradually decays and disappears as
the distance between transmitter and receiver increases, only leaving the low-order mode. Due
to this reduction of modes, the signal subspace of the Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO)
channel matrix is decayed, resulting in a decrease in the capacity of the MIMO channel, that is,
the keyhole effect [27–29]. In addition, if the leaky waveguide is adopted for wireless coverage,
the leaky wave propagation coupling characteristics will be completely different. Due to the fully
enclosed metal wall, the near-field radiation characteristics and the spatial distribution of the
radiation power density will be greatly affected. Besides, the cross sectional shape and size of the
metal tube will result in some unique characteristics of the mode distribution.

(2) Fast and frequent handovers: Handover, or handoff, is the process by which a Mobile Station
(MS) maintains its connection active while moving from one cell to another. Due to the ultra-high
velocity, the handoff frequency of vactrain will be much higher than the current HSR under the
same configuration of network. It is important to remark that the number of handovers on the
systems must be minimized. However, the handover times of current railway communication
system are in the order of 100 ms to 1 s, which are absolutely unacceptable for vactrain.
For instance, a cell coverage radius of 300 m combined with a vactrain speed of 1000 km/h means
a handover every 2.25 s, and in combination with a handover time of 1 s, the communication
performance loss could reach up to 0.44. Same as HSR systems, the group handover is another
problem when dozens of in-train MSs trying to handover at the same time, causing the so-called
signaling storm, which greatly increases the handover load of network. Thus, the new handover
strategies and algorithms need to be improved to meet the requirements of handovers in vactrain.

(3) Serious Doppler Frequency shift: When the velocity of the train reaches 1000 km/h, the channel
impulse response will change rapidly, experiencing fast fading characteristics [30]. Therefore, the
time selectivity is enhanced due to the large Doppler frequency shift and expansion. For example,
if the carrier frequency is 3.3 GHz, the maximum Doppler frequency shift is 3055 Hz at a speed of
1000 km/h, whereas the frequency shift for a pedestrian who moves at a speed of 10 km/h is only
24 Hz. Note that most of the current wireless communication systems are designed for the Doppler
frequency shift on the order of hundreds of Hz. Due to the high Doppler frequency shift, the
carrier frequency offset (CFO) between the transmitter and receiver will occur. However, even for
systems without Doppler shifts, small CFO may also occur due to the instability of oscillators in
wireless transceivers. Thus, in the multi-carrier systems, such as Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM), the large Doppler frequency shift will destroy the orthogonality among
the sub-carriers, and introduce the Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). ICI will seriously degrade the
synchronizer performance and increase the system bit error rate. In addition, the movement
speeds of the terminals will change with respect to time, resulting in the time-varying Doppler
spreads and non-stationary fading coefficients. Thus, the accurate modeling and analysis of high
mobility channels inside the vacuum tube will be a challenging task.

(4) High penetration loss: As is mentioned above, the vactrain is operating in the hermetically sealed
vacuum tube. To ensure the air tightness, the tube walls are made of special alloys or reinforced
concrete, which are difficult for wireless signals to penetrate. According to the measured date,
the penetration loss caused by the train body is usually between 20 dB to 35 dB [31]. Under this
superposed penetration losses, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) on the received signal in both
uplink and downlink will be seriously degraded.

(5) Frequency spectrum-free environment: The co-channel interference is a serious problem in the
current wireless communication for railway. For example, GSM-R in China uses the 883–889 MHz
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frequency band for the uplink and the 930–934 MHz frequency band for the downlink. This
band is shared with services offered by the operator of China Mobile, and thus yield serious
co-channel interference. In addition, Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) technology is used in the subway of
China for train-to-ground communication and operates at 2.4 GHz [32], which is an unlicensed
frequency band, causing serious interference and security problem. However, in scenarios of
enclosed metal vacuum tube, the spectrum space in the tube is relatively free from the external
environment. Thus, there will be no more the limitation of the frequency and bandwidth for
wireless communication in the tube. Based on this, the frequency band and bandwidth can be
selected unlimitedly to avoid interference from the user signal and then ensure the stability of
wireless transmission of operational signal. Besides, the frequency/ space division multiplexing
technologies [33] can also be adopted without limitation to increase the transmission capacity.

3. The Train-to-Ground Wireless Communication Needs

The wireless communication systems of HSR, intercity railway, subway, light rail, and other
rail traffic are deployed with various wireless standards. To ensure safe and reliable operation of
railways, these wireless standards have to be reliable and robust. Applications such as on-board video
surveillance, train control operations, signaling, diagnostics, and monitoring are delay-intensive and
complex. In addition, passengers onboard also expect to access Internet for business and entertainment
such as on-vehicle video conference, online games, chatting, live broadcast, etc. Train control operations
require a lower data rate than passengers’ entertainment needs, but are of significantly higher priority.

Although various wireless communication technologies are adopted in the railway traffic systems,
the data transmitted between train and ground are basically identical. These data could be divided
into the following categories depending on intended applications, required throughput and railway
sectors [18].

(1) The operational services include

• the safety-related applications for operation of trains and signaling, also called “Operation
Control System” (OCS), which typically integrated with “Traction Control System” (TCS);

• the robust Operational Voice Communication systems (OVC);
• Train Operation Status Monitoring data (TOSM);
• the image transmission for video surveillance: real-time HD video transmissions supporting

automatic driving, security Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) in the train; and
• Passenger Information Service (PIS).

(2) The services to passengers: it comprises mainly the Internet access on board trains, including
business and entertainment such as on-vehicle video conference, online games, chatting, live
broadcast, etc.

The classification of services of train-to-ground communication for vactrain is basically identical
to that of current railway systems. However, due to the distinguishing characteristics of vactrain,
such as vacuum tube wall and ultra-high speed, more stringent transmission requirements for
train-to-ground communication are put forward in terms of end-to-end delay and bandwidth.
For example, environmental real-time monitoring data (such as air pressure and temperature) of
tube and train needs to be transmitted to the ground control center. Besides, due to the ultra-high
operation speed, extremely low end-to-end delay and handover delay are required for operational
services transmission, such as train location information. Furthermore, real-time High-Definition (HD)
video surveillance for the area in front and rear of trains and along the tubes is needed in the virtue of
sealed vacuum metal tube. Thus, more HD cameras would be installed inside and outside the train,
resulting a higher requirement for throughput.

The amount of data to be transmitted on uplink/downlink and the Key Performance Indicators
(KPI), such as end-to-end transmission delay, transmission periodicity, packet loss, or BER, can be
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used to describe the performance of railway wireless applications. Based on this, Table 2 summarizes
the train-to-ground wireless communication performance requirements for urban rail transit (CBTC),
HSR, Shanghai maglev trains [14,34,35], as well as the vactrain. The bandwidth and KPI requirements
of vactrain’s train-to-ground communication services are analyzed based on the reference to current
railway transportation systems, but also the consideration of the extremely high velocity, special
operation scenarios and passenger capacity of vactrain.

Table 2. Train-to-ground wireless communication performance requirements.

Data Type
End-to-end Transmission Delay/ms Data Rate / Kbps Bit Error Rate

Urban Rail HSR Mglev Vactrain Urban Rail HSR Mglev Vactrain Urban Rail HSR Mglev Vactrain
UL DL UL DL UL DL UL DL

OCS 100 50 40 40 200/ train 200/ train 200/ train 1000/ train 10−6 10−6 10−6 10−6

TCS 5 1 10−6 10−6 10−6 10−6

OVC 100 100 40 40 32/ channel 32/channel 32/channel 32/channel 10−2 10−3 10−5 10−5

TOSM 300 150 300 300 100 - 200 - 200 - 1000 - 10−3 10−6 10−3 10−3

Video 300 150 300 300 6000 - 4000 - 4000 - 18000 - 10−3 10−3 10−3 10−3

PIS 300 300 300 300 100 8000 100 1000 100 1000 100 8000 10−6 10−3 10−6 10−6

3.1. The Needs for Operational Services

The operational services, also called critical services, can be divided into two types: those related
to the safety of the train itself (operation control system and train traction data) and public safety ones
(including OVC, TOSM, CCTV, and PIS). Similar to the HSR, all safety-related services of vactrain need
the highest safety level (SIL4 [18]), low bandwidth (less than 1 Mbps per train), extremely significant
delay constraints (milliseconds, less than 1 ms in the worst case), and the traffic pattern is usually
Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (RT-VBR).

(1) Operation control systems: Through computer control, computer network, communication and
information processing, and other advanced technologies [36,37], the operation control system is
connected with the vehicle, traction [38], line, and turnout equipment or system of the maglev
transportation system, and ultimately completes the tasks of train operation control, safety
protection, automatic operation, and dispatch management. Similar to Shanghai maglev [7],
the train operation systems for vactrain mainly consist of three layers: the central control system
located in the control center, zone control systems corresponding to the traction section, and
on-board control systems located on the train. As a critical service to train operation safety, OCS
needs highest priority, end-to-end delay lower than 40 ms, and BER in the order of 10−6 to ensure
the reliable and robust communication. The bidirectional data transmission between zone control
systems and train control systems could be provided by the train-to-ground communication
system. These data mainly includes mobile authorization, temporary speed limit information,
clock synchronization status, train identification number, etc., which requires the relatively short
information coding length and small data size (most of the time less than 100 bytes), resulting in a
low bandwidth requirement. Table 2 shows that the OCS bandwidth requirement of current railway
transit does not exceed 500 Kbps per train. Thus, considering the higher safety requirements of
vactrain, the minimum bandwidth of vactrain OCS could be set to 1 Mbps (up/down).

(2) Traction Control System: Typically, TCS is integrated with OCS and deployed in the zone control
systems which correspond to the traction sections. The TCS and OCS complement each other to
ensure the safe operation of vactrain. To fully control the speed of vactrain, the train operational
command data, such as velocity–position curve, should be transmitted to TCS from zone control
systems through ethernet network. In addition, the magnetic pole phase angle data, which
contains the train positioning information, needs to be transmitted from on-board control
systems to TCS directly through the train-to-ground wireless links. This real-time train location
information is the basis of automatic train driving, but is also an indispensable part of synchronous
linear motor control and train interval control. Due to the vactrain’s ultra-high velocity, the
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transmission of train positioning information needs to meet the requirement of extreme low
end-to-end delay [39]. As shown in Table 2, the TCS of Shanghai maglev train (430 km/h) needs
the transmission delay of train-to-ground wireless communication less than 5 ms [14]. Assuming
that the speed of vactrain exceeds 1000 km/h, and the transmission delay is inversely proportional
to the speed, the transmission delay requirement for TCS of vactrain is less than 1 ms.

(3) The robust operational voice communication systems: These systems allow not only trains to
communicate with the rail traffic control centers, but also trains drivers, rail traffic, and
maintenance agents to communicate with each others in conference mode (group calls). Besides,
the train broadcasting function needs to be supported by OVC to realize the emergency call and
passengers broadcasting. Thus, when emergencies occur, passengers can set up a call with the
central disaster prevention dispatcher in time. The amount of information exchanged of the
voice communication applications that involve safety can be low, but are demanding in terms of
robustness and availability. Each route voice call needs a data rate of 32 Kbps. The service priority
of OVC is only second to OCS. Thus, its communication requirements are similar to those of OCS,
and include BER in the order of 10−5 and transmission delay below 40 ms.

(4) The image transmission for video surveillance: Image processing allows ensuring safety and security of
railway systems. When an incident related to security occurs, the monitoring system supports the
operator in making the good decision and provide all required information. In the HSR systems,
the drivers can only obtain the images of the cabin through the cameras disposed inside the train.
Note that vactrain operate at the mode of fully automatic driving, thus the traditional drivers are
replaced by the Rail Traffic Control Centers (RTCC) to perform train dispatch, velocity control,
and other operations. In this situation, the images of the train’s front, interior area, and that along
the vacuum tube line also need to be transmitted to RTCC dispatchers in real-time. Especially in
the case of malfunctions, the train needs to perform special operations under the control of RTCC,
such as running in peristaltic mode and entering the evasion line. For these specific operations,
the assistance of video surveillance system is indispensable. In addition, the number of CCTV
cameras inside the cabin should also increase to improve the emergency disposal efficiency. Thus,
when emergencies detection devices are activated, such as passenger emergency phones and
smoke detection device, the images of accident scene could be transmitted to RTCC in time. Video
surveillance services capture live 720p or 1080p true HD video images from High-Definition
Television (HDTV) IP cameras and High-Definition Serial Digital Interface (HD-SDI) cameras
located on the train’s body (for train operation) and the interior of the pod (for passengers condition
monitoring). Typically, there is only one capsule/pod for vactrain, whose length is ~30 m [2].
The surveillance of train needs six cameras in total, including 2 HDTV cameras inside the train and
four HD-SDI cameras outside the pod. Considering the transmission of the flow of six cameras,
with 25 images per second, and a rate of compression of 1:50 (using H.264 compression algorithm
for instance), the uplink throughput could be evaluated at ~15 Mbps. As for the video applications
that involve security services (emergencies scenes and crime evidences), less capacity could be
needed, but some QoS criteria are required, such as delay less than 300 ms, BER of about 10−3,
cohabitation with other wireless systems without interference, etc.

(5) Train monitoring systems: The constant increase of trains’ speeds, together with the vacuum
scenarios, make the knowledge of the state of the train much important. Typically, Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) can be adopted to monitor the railway infrastructure and tube environment.
WSNs allow the rise of large-scale information for everything related to the vactrain, the vacuum
tube systems, and the infrastructure or the equipment diagnosis. Data collection could be related
to the air tightness conditions, the infrastructure and vactrain aging, the power consumption,
and the maintenance. In addition, the continuous monitoring with immediate processing of
data is needed to observe real-time profile of train for instance. This implies small-sized packets
(less than 500 bytes), thus less upload bandwidth could be needed, but high QoS criteria should
be guaranteed to ensure the data real-time, completeness and accuracy. The upload bandwidth of
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TOSM systems could be set to 1 Mbps (up/down), with the required packet error rate in the order
of 10−3 and transmission delay less than 300 ms.

(6) Passenger information service: PIS systems allow passengers to obtain the train arrival/departure
time, weather conditions, and other convenient information. The HD digital video streaming
with H.264 format and various text information are transferred from the RTCC to the train. Thus,
a large capacity for the downlink is required in PIS systems, reaching up to 8 Mbps.

3.2. The Needs for Services to Passengers

Wireless communications have been deeply integrated into people’s life. The theoretical
throughputs of LTE can reach 300 Mbps using 100 MHz bandwidth. Furthermore, The transmission
rate of the future 5G network can reach 10 Gbps. All these recent evolutions concern also the vacuum
tube transportation domain. For the vactrain, passengers’ communication demands is related to the
type of services. As for business users, for example, the main Internet application needs are web
browsing and emailing, which do not need real-time process and then have a limited throughput.
The entertainment users requires large bandwidth and often real-time web applications, such as games,
video, chatting, etc. The different applications can be classified depending on the QoS criteria. They
are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Quality of Service (QoS) criteria for classification of multimedia applications.

Error Tolerant Error Intolerant

Interactive
(delay� 1 s) Conversational voice and video Interactive games

Responsive
(delay ≈ 2 s) Voice/video messaging Web browsing

Timely
(delay ≈ 10 s) Audio and video streaming Messaging, downloads

Non-critical
(delay� 10 s) Fax Background

Currently, LTE has been largely deployed all around the world. 5G network, the next generation
of mobile internet connectivity, is also about to be put into commercial application in the near
future. Taking the future 5G network as an example, the single-user throughput of the 5G network is
approximately 0.1 Gbps to 1 Gbps using a bandwidth of 1 GHz. The throughput of the whole train can
be presented as

Ttrain = Tuser NuserPtpPuaPc, (1)

where Ttrain represents the throughput of the whole train, Tuser is the single-user throughput of the
5G network, Nuser is the train’s passengers capacity, Ptp is the 5G terminal penetration rate, Pua is
the user attachment ratio, and Pc is the concurrency rate. The passenger capacity of vactrain pod is
generally ~15 passengers (refer to XP-1 [2]). Suppose the 5G terminal penetration rate is 80%, the user
attachment ratio is 70%, the concurrency rate is 10%, then the throughput of the vactrain could be
calculated as 84–840 Mbps with an average single user throughput of 7–70 Mbps.

4. Wireless Access for Vactrain

The above section indicates that the train-to-ground communication of vactrain needs to meet
much higher transmission requirements than those of HSR in terms of both bandwidth and QoS. In
addition, the train-to-ground wireless broadband access for vactrain could be more challenging due
to the vacuum tube scenarios and ultra-high speed. At present, no research has been conducted to
provide a wireless access solution for vactrain. Thus, a specific wireless access system will be studied
and analyzed in this section, which is dedicated to cope with the challenges and opportunities from
vactrain train-to-ground communications.
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4.1. Traditional Solutions

At present, several technologies can be used to link the train to the ground. These solutions can
be divided into categories as follows [18].

• Satellite solution.
• Public cellular networks solutions.
• Solutions based on WiFi or WiMAX.

Communication satellites, together with aggregation networks, can provide a vast coverage
area and enable Internet access for the HSR. Nevertheless, this type of solution remains expensive
and provides limited throughputs. Satellite communications also face the long propagation delay of
500–600 ms, vulnerability to weather, and significant burst errors due to obstacles and mobility. As for
public cellular networks solutions (e.g., UMTS), a large number of costly Base Stations (BSs) need to be
set along the vacuum tube line. Thus, most of the track-side wireless radio devices remains idle state,
which implies a severe “tidal effect“ and great waste of resources. WiMAX is a solutions provide for
“the last miles broadband access“, so-called IEEE 802.16 wireless metropolitan area network. However,
WiMAX has a poor availability of commercial-off-the-shelf equipments due to its unpopularity in
railway systems. Solutions based on WiFi are usually adopted in the low-speed scenarios. Note that
its performance indicators will be greatly affected with the increase of speed.

If the above, wireless access solutions are adopted in the vactrains; the traditional antennas need
to be deployed inside the vacuum tube. Assume that the tube is a vacuum cylinder with radius of
2 m and the train runs at a speed of 1000 km/h. As is shown in Figure 1a, the antennas are set inside
the tube every 200 m, which operates at 5 GHz with the bandwidth of 300 MHz. Figure 1b shows the
doppler spectrum of this scenery. The large doppler frequency shift can be observed, which is change
with respect to time.

2
 m

200 m

Antenna

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Simulation of the antennas methods: (a) Configuration of antennas methods. (b) Doppler
spectrum of antenna methods.

4.2. Leaky Waveguide Solution

We can draw a conclusion that the above wireless access solutions are not suitable for application
in vactrain train-to-ground communication. Fortunately, solution based on leaky waveguide/coaxial
cables may be appropriate for vactrain. The reasons are listed as follows.

(1) Elimination of Doppler frequency shift: As is mentioned above, the large and time-varying
Doppler frequency shift and Doppler spread is one of the distinguishing factors of vactrain’s
train-to-ground communicaiton. Fortunately, the Doppler issue may be solved by introducing
leaky waveguide. The leaky waveguide is installed on the ceiling of the vacuum tube, producing
a cylindrical wave in the broadside direction of leaky waveguide [40]. Thus, the leaky wave
always radiates vertically to the operating vactrain. Note that the wave radiated from different
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hole must have different wavefront when considering the propagation along the waveguide.
To deal with this issue, the spacing between the adjacent holes is set to an integer multiple of the
wavelength in the design of the waveguide. Thus, the phase of the wave arriving at each hole
would be same, and so is the wave-front. Suppose the velocity of the receiving end is v, then the
Doppler frequency shift can be presented as

fd = fm cos (α) =
v
c

fc cos (α) (2)

where fd represents Doppler frequency shift, fm is the maximum Doppler frequency shift, c is the
speed of light, the carrier frequency fc is 3.3 GHz, and α represents the incidence angle of radio
wave. As is mentioned above, the angle between the train moving direction and the radiation
direction of the leaky wave is always 90◦, which means α equals to 90◦. According to Equation
(1), the Doppler frequency shift can be calculated as fd = 0, indicating that the Doppler frequency
shift can be greatly suppressed or completely eliminated.

(2) Even field distribution: As the distance between the train receiving antenna and the leakage
waveguide is close (~40–50 cm), the signal emitted by leaky waveguide is strong, with the
relatively weak multi-path effect of the reflecting or scattering wave. Thus, the field distribution
of leaky wave can be uniform at the train receiving antenna.

(3) Simplification of communication mechanism: As is analyzed above, the Doppler frequency shift could
be eliminated or decreased at a quite low level, which indicates that the fast time-variation of
the fading channel could be greatly suppressed. In addition, the leaky wave field distribution is
also even for vactrain. Thus, the wireless channel between train and the leaky waveguide will be
conditioned stationary. This implies that the communication method can be simplified and the
complicated communication coding technologies such as OFDM and LDPC can be avoided.

4.3. Simulation

In the following subsections, the simulations of the phase distribution and field distribution of
leaky waveguide inside the tube are conducted by the Computer Simulation Technology (CST) studio
suite electromagnetic field simulation software. The operation frequency of the leaky waveguide is
set to 3.3 GHz, which is a candidate for the 5G communication frequency. Along the top of vacuum
tube, it is easy to deploy the leaky waveguide, for example, embedding it into the tube wall. It is
known that the magnetic current source arrays have been widely used for leaky waveguide analysis
and have the equivalent radiation performance as the leaky waveguide [41]. Further, the magnetic
current source arrays can simplify the calculation and analysis of the simulation, and thus improving
the efficiency and saving processing time. Thus, in simulation configuration, the leaky waveguide
will be replaced with the magnetic current source arrays. Along the direction z of vacuum tube, a 198
magnetic current source array is arranged at the top, and the periodic intervals are set to 90 mm. Thus,
a broadside radiation with −1 spatial harmonic can be generated by the magnetic current source arrays.
However, the open-stopband, which exits in the actual leaky waveguide, has been eliminated in the
simulation to ensure broadside radiation. Thus, in the practical application, a suppression method
for the open-stopband is required. In addition, the amplitude of the magnetic current source array
gradually attenuates along the z direction, and the decreasing magnitudes can be expressed as e−αzi ,
where α is the attenuation constant of the leaky waveguide, zi (i = 1,2,3,...,198) is the coordinate of
each slot.

4.3.1. Phase Distribution along Tube’s Axial Direction

The simulation of phase distribution along the tube is carried out in this subsection. The overall
configuration of leaky waveguide and receiving antenna in the simulation is shown in Figure 2a.
The distance between receiving antenna and leaky waveguide is 40 cm. The antenna moves from right
to left to collect phase data right below the waveguide. The length of the leaky waveguide is 7 m, and
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it operates at 3.3 GHz. Due to the field volatility at the ends of the waveguide, the data is collected in
the 3 meter long center section. Note that the attenuation constant of the leaky waveguide α is set to
zero and the receiving antenna with conventional gain is adopted since the Doppler frequency shift
is mainly determined by the phase characteristics of the received signal and independent from the
receiving signal level.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 2b. The phase basically floats around 105◦ with
a limited fluctuation range. The flat phase distribution observed above indicates that the Doppler
frequency shift could be suppressed effectively. The little variation of the phase is mainly due to the
reasons as follows. First, limited by the computing resources, only the simulation for finite-length
leaky waveguide could be conducted. However, this will introduce the truncation effect, thus then
the edge current will be generated at both ends of the waveguide, resulting in the fluctuations in
the field distribution. Second, the field distributions of the leaky wave could be affected by the
power attenuation of the propagating electromagnetic wave along the leaky waveguide. Note that the
problems caused by finite simulation will no longer exist in practical applications. As for the power
attenuation, we could further improve the design of the leaky waveguide to reduce the leakage rate
and keep the distribution of leakage field distribution unchanged after attenuation. Thus, compared
with the antennas methods in Section 4.1, a more flat phase distribution along the tube’s axial direction
would be retained and the Doppler could be further suppressed.

40cm
Leaky 

waveguide

Antenna
Moving direction (x)

90°

Radiation 

direction

(a)
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80

85
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95

100

105

110

115

\°

(b)

Figure 2. Phase distribution of the leaky waveguide method: (a) Configuration of leaky waveguide
and receiving antenna. (b) The phase distribution of different measuring point.

4.3.2. Field Distribution in the Tube

In this subsection, the field distribution of the leaky waveguide inside the vacuum tube will be
studied and analyzed. Similar to the above subsection, the leaky waveguide with carrier frequency of
3.3 GHz is adopted. In the simulation configuration, the metal vacuum tube is made of lossy copper
material, with length of 18 m and the radius of 2 m.

The simulation results of field distribution inside the vacuum tube with different values of α are
shown in Figure 3a [42]. Only the Ez component is shown since it is the co-polarized component. It can
be seen that the field distribution near the ends of the vacuum pipe has a obvious truncation effect,
but that of the area along the longitudinal direction of the vacuum pipe is uniform, indicating leaky
waveguide solution is applicable to the vacuum tube transportation. The results show that the field
distribution of the leaky waveguide is greatly affected by the values of α in terms of field strength and
coverage area. When α increases, which means that the amplitude of the leaky wave propagated in the
waveguide will be further attenuates, thus the results show that the fields in the vacuum tube show an
attenuation trend along the longitudinal direction. In addition, with the increase of α, the longitudinal
range that leaky wave radiated from waveguide can cover is also decreasing. According to the results
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of the field distributions in the cross section of z = 0 plane, the reflected waves also become weak as
the radiated wave reduces rapidly in z direction if α is larger.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Field distribution of the leaky waveguide method: (a) Field distribution (Ez) with different
α (Np/m). (b) The variations of field distribution (Ez component) with different heights x when α = 0 [42].

The variations of electric fields along the vacuum tube at different heights x when α = 0 is
presented in Figure 3b [42]. Note that the leaky waveguide is arranged at x = 2 m. In addition, for the
exhibition clarity, the results only present the field distribution of range from z=−1 m to 1 m. It can be
seen that the fluctuations of the field distribution are more obvious as x gradually increases. Thus, it
can be inferred that the higher harmonics mainly exist in the near region of the waveguide, making
the fluctuation more obvious. On the contrary, as the observation height x decreases, the results
show that the field magnitude decreases rapidly and the field fluctuation tends to be smoother. This
primarily occurs because only the radiating mode (−1 harmonic) can reach the far field region, thus
the much smoother distribution can be observed far away from the waveguide. In practical situation,
the distance between the leaky waveguide and the user equipments is relatively large, for example, 2
m, thus the signal coverage can be flat for the receiving ends. According to this, it can be inferred that
if the structure of the leaky waveguide is reformed to make the −1 harmonic carrying more power, the
near field region might also have smooth field distribution, making the which wireless communication
for vactrains more flexible and stable.

5. Train-to-Ground Communication Architectures with Leaky Waveguide

The above simulations indicate that leaky waveguide could not only effectively suppress the high
Doppler frequency shift, but also achieve an even field distribution inside the tube. However, the
penetration loss caused by the heavy train body still exist. To establish wireless link between train user
equipments and leaky waveguide, some solutions will be proposed in this section. These solutions can
be classified into two categories, solutions based on Mobile Relays (MRs) and direct coverage solution.

5.1. Mobile Relays

As is shown in Figure 4a, same as that of current HSR [43], the on-board MRs that are usually
installed on the train roof can solve the issues of high penetration loss and group handover. These
MRs are usually connected to access points (APs) installed inside the train through wired links such as
optical fiber. In the uplink, the traffic from all user equipments (UEs) and the on-train equipments
are first congregated at the on-board MRs through the APs, then the relay stations forward all the
congregated data to the leaky waveguide by the roof antenna. In the downlink, the leaky waveguide
transmits all communication data to the MRs, which then deliver the traffic to their intended UEs
and train equipments through the APs inside the capsule. As the MRs are connected to the antenna
installed outside of the train, it eliminates the penetration loss [43].
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Leaky Waveguide

(a)

(b)

Leaky Waveguide

Figure 4. Wireless access solutions for vactrain: (a) Mobile relay station and (b) Leaky lens [42].

The key challenge of this solution for vactrain is the wireless resource allocation for safety-related
operational services and non-secure passenger services, which have different transmission
requirements in terms of bandwidth and QoS. Thus, the train-to-ground wireless link involved with
physical layer needs to be created specifically. Besides, the train relay is responsible for the aggregation
and distribution of all UEs’ traffic, which leads to the complex design of MR’s system structure
to ensure the transmission performance. This implies that the complexity of the train-to-ground
communication system will be increased sharply, resulting in the declines of transmission robustness.
In addition, the delay caused by the MR’s forwarding will reduce the stability of the train operational
data transmission. As is mentioned above, the communication channels between leaky waveguide
and train are stationary, thus there is no need to use MRs with the complex system design. Instead, the
solutions related to direct radio coverage for passengers could be available in vactrain scenario.

5.2. On-Train Leaky Lens

As the wireless channel is assumed to be stationary, the direct coverage method could be
considered. The direct-link approach assumes a direct connection between leaky waveguide and UEs.
In this solution, different radio coverage strategies are applied for safety-related data and passengers’
data separately. On the one hand, the security-related data only needs to be transmitted to the train
roof antenna, and then be transmitted to the corresponding on-train equipments through cable links.
Thus, the security-related data transmission can be realized by the traditional radio coverage method.
On the other hand, the direct wireless link between leaky waveguide and UEs needs to be established
for the transmission of passengers’ data. Thus, the on-train leaky wave refractive lens (leaky lens)
solution is proposed in this subsection, which could cover wireless signals for passengers directly.

As is shown in Figure 4b, the train roof is opened to install the leaky lens. If the transmitting
power is set appropriately, the leaky wave could directly cover the passengers through the leaky lens.
When the radio signal passed through the lens, it could be tuned to achieve uniform wireless coverage
for passengers.

In the proposed leaky lens system, the leaky waveguide is located at the focus plane of lens,
through which the radiated cylindrical leaky wave could be refracted and then tuned to plane wave.
As a result, the antenna gain is increased, whereas the antenna sidelobe and backlobe are decreased.
Assume that the lens is generally made of dielectric materials, and its refractive index is greater than 1,
which implies a retarded phase shift for the signals passed through lens. Base on this, the shape of the
lens could be determined using the optical theories, such as Fermat’s principle and Snell law.
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5.2.1. Refracted Surface Equation

As is shown in Figure 5, there are two surfaces in the leaky lens: (a) inner-surface and (b)
outer-surface. Assume that the leaky lens is a single-surface refracting lens, which means that only
one surface could refract the leaky wave. The design for the single-surface refracting lens could be
classified into two types in terms of the shape of the refracted surface:
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Figure 5. Two types of leaky lens: (a) Hyperboloid lens and (b) ellipsoid lens.

(1) Hyperboloid lens:
As is shown in Figure 5a, the outer-surface is a plane perpendicular to x-axis, and thus there is
no refraction for the wireless wave in this surface. Therefore, the inner-surface is the refracted
surface, and its analytic expression could be deduced based on the optical theories. Assume that
n =
√

εrµr is the refractive index, where εr and µr are relative dielectric constant and relative
magnetic permeability of the lens, respectively. According to the equal optical path principle, the
optical path of the leaky wave from leaky waveguide to the inner-surface can be expressed as

ρ (ϕ) =
(n− 1) f
n cos (ϕ)

(3)

where

ρ (ϕ) =

√
( f + x)2 + y2 (4)

cos (ϕ) =
f + x√

( f + x)2 + y2
(5)

Combine Equations (3)–(5), the analytic expression of the inner-surface can be expressed as

(
n2 − 1

)
x2 + 2 f (n− 1) x− y2 = 0 (6)

According to Equation (6), we can see that the inner-surface is a hyperboloid, and the leaky
waveguide (radiation sources) needs to be located at the focus or focus plane of the hyperboloid.
The hyperboloid lens has the advantages of simple design, easy processing, as well as the effective
suppression for sidelobe.

(2) Ellipsoid lens:
As is shown in Figure 5b, the inner-surface is a sphere with the radius r of ρ1, and it is parallel to
the equiphase surface of the leaky wave, which means that there is no refraction in this surface.
Similar to the hyperboloid lens, the analytic expression of the outer-surface (refracted surface)
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could be deduced based on the optical theories. According to the equal optical path principle, the
optical path of the leaky wave from leaky waveguide to the outer-surface can be expressed as

ρ (ϕ) =
(n− 1) f

n− cos (ϕ)
(7)

where

ρ (ϕ) =

√
( f + x)2 + y2 (8)

cos (ϕ) =
f + x√

( f + x)2 + y2
(9)

Combine Equations (7)–(9), the analytic expression of the inner-surface can be expressed as

(
n2 − 1

)
x2 + 2n (n + 1) f x + n2y2 = 0 (10)

According to Equation (10), we can learn that the outer-surface is an ellipsoid, and the leaky
waveguide (radiation sources) needs to be located at the focus or focus plane of the ellipsoid.
Compared to the hyperboloid lens, the caliber efficiency of ellipsoid lens is higher. Thus, the
acceptable angle range of the incident leaky wave is larger, which implies the more even field
distribution of the generated wave, the higher radiation efficiency, and then the higher system
efficiency. However, there are two surfaces that need to be proceed for ellipsoid lens, which
implies a large manufacturing cost.

5.2.2. Lens’ Thickness

To determine the thickness of the above two leaky lens, the ratios of thickness to radiation
aperture need to be calculated. Assume that the lens’ thickness is d and the radiation aperture is D.
As for hyperboloid lens, consider the point A(d, D/2) at edge of the lens, as is shown in Figure 5a,
and combine this point with Equation (5), thus the ratio of thickness to radiation aperture can be
expressed as

d
D

= −
f
/

D
n + 1

+

√√√√ (
f
/

D
)2

(1 + n)2 +
1

4 (n2 − 1)
(11)

Similarly, combine Equation (10) and the point A in Figure 5b, the ratio of thickness to radiation
aperture of ellipsoid lens can be expressed as

d
D

=
n

n− 1
f
D

+

√√√√n2
(

f
/

D
)2

(n− 1)2 −
n2

4 (n2 − 1)
(12)

According to Equations (11) and (12), the thickness of the lens can be calculated if the focal length
f and radiation aperture D are determined. Normally, f /D is in the range of 1.0 to 1.6 in the design of
leaky lens.

6. Moving Cell Based on C-RAN

The wireless access methods researched or deployed in the current HSR are based on fixed cells
or segments [44]. Thus, when the train antenna exceeds the cell boundary of the BS, it needs to
disconnect with the old BS and then establish a new connection with the next BS, that is, handover.
Considering the leaky waveguide as a solution to provide wireless broadband access for the vactrain,
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and each segment leaky waveguide corresponds to a BS, with a length of, for example, 100 m. As is
mentioned above, when the cell size is reduced and trains’ speed is increased, the handover rate will
drastically increase. It is extremely important to keep the handover times as short as possible: the
typical handover times of HSR in the order of, for example, 0.1 s to 1s are absolutely intolerable to
vactrain. Thus, minimizing the handover times will be the most important challenge. To remedy this
situation, the moving cell scheme based on the Centralized, cooperative, cloud radio access network
(CRAN) is adopted to reduce the handover time.

6.1. C-RAN Architecture for Vactrain

C-RAN can provide a clean, centralized processing, collaborative radio, and real-time cloud
computing infrastructure wireless access architecture by combining the centralized software-defined
radio baseband, high-speed optical transmission network, and distributed remote wireless module
(RoF, Radio-over-Fibre) [45].

C-RAN is considered as a promising solution to provide high communication services for
passengers in vactrain scenario. Figure 6 shows the C-RAN architecture in vactrain scenario [42].
The architecture can be divided into three key components: Remote Radio Units (RAUs), optical
transmission network, and the pool of baseband units (BBUs) in a datacenter cloud. All of the BBUs,
together with the RAUs, can be connected by the optical network with low-latency.The RAUs, each
connected to a segment of waveguide, are only responsible for the radio frequency (RF) transceiving
and belongs to none of the fixed BBUs. The base band pools centralize all the digital baseband
processing capabilities, which are actually a huge computing resource group.

Cloud processing center
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Optical transmission 

network

RAU Novel centralized 
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Moving cell Moving cell Moving cell
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Figure 6. C-RAN system architecture for vactrain [42].

The key concept of C-RAN is to separate the RAUs from the baseband stations and centralize
the latter to a centralized entity, namely, base band pools. Based on this, the design of RAUs could
be greatly simplified, thus allowing them to be deployed in large numbers for small cells along the
vacuum tube line. The leaky waveguide solutions are adopted to achieve wireless coverage inside
the tube, thereby each RAU outside the tube needs to be connected to the corresponding segment of
leakage waveguide.

6.2. Moving Cell

In the typical handover process, the train needs to firstly disconnect with the old BS, and then
establish a new connection with the next BS. This kind of handoff process will inevitably increase the
handoff delay, which can not meet the extremely frequent handoff caused by the ultra-high speed
of vactrains. In the concept of moving cell, the handover will not occur due to no cells crossing.
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The primary reason is that the BS can move simultaneously with the UEs, that is, moving cell. Under
this assumption, the communication link between BS and UE can be considered always static regardless
of the speed due to no handoffs. At present, based on the above ideas, some physically moving base
station schemes have been studied and proposed [46,47]. However, in fact, these physical moving
BS solutions can not be put into practice in HSR systems. Lannoo Bart and Colle Didier proposed a
moving frequency scheme based on optical handoff, which can reduce the handoff delay to 5 ns to
1 ms [48]. The low handover delay can meet the handover requirements of vactrains, so we adopt the
moving frequency scheme in the C-RAN architecture.

The concept of moving frequency can be implemented in C-RAN architecture, which is illustrated
in Figure 6. Specifically, the cloud processing center can deploy the next RAU and activates the
corresponding leaky waveguide that the train will access through the optical transmission network
according to the exact train location information [49]. The ring network can get all the RAUs that are
within the range of the cloud processing center connected with the same optical fiber. In addition,
using Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), every RAU can be assigned to a specific wavelength.
Further, the fixed Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (OADM) is deployed in each RAU, thus the fixed
wavelength is terminated in each RAU. The idea is then to put the desired frequency for a certain RAU
on the right wavelength, which can be done through the use of some optical switches in combination
with a WDM laser. Figure 7 shows a basic optical switching structure, through which the optical
switches can be realized. The WDM laser will generate a beam of light that contains the desired
wavelengths. The entire beam is then sent to the optical switch, where the right wavelengths are
passed to the different RF modulators (each generating the same RF). The mux will multiplex all the
modulated wavelengths, and then transmitted through the optical fiber to the right RAU. The RAU
equipped with the OADM dropping the corresponding wavelength will transmit the information on
RF through leaky waveguide. In other words, the traditional handover process is replaced by the
optical switching process, which could be as low as 5 ns to 1 ms. Based on this, the overlapping length
of leaky waveguides should be at least 0.3 m with the train speed of 1000 km/h and the optical signal
switching process delay of 1 ms. The basic principle of moving frequency with the consideration of
single frequency RF signal is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Basic architecture in the cloud processing center to implement moving cell [42].
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T1: The train operates within the leaky wave radiation coverage of RAUi−1. In the cloud
processing center, the RF signal fi is modulated to the optical signal with the wavelength λi−1. Then,
the optical signal will be transferred through the optic fiber to the RAUi−1. The RAUi−1 will transfer
the information on RF signal to the leaky waveguide, which is responsible for the train-ground wireless
communication.

T2: The train reaches the overlapping radiation coverage area of RAUi−1 and RAUi. The specific
position for optical switching can be predicted by fast handoff algorithm [50]. In the switching process,
the RF signal fi will be modulated to the optical signal with the wavelength λi. As is mentioned above,
every RAU can be assigned to a specific wavelength. Thus, RAUi, which is assigned to the wavelength
of λi, will be responsible for the RF transceiver function. Further, to ensure that only the RAU covering
the train stays active state, the RF function of RAUi−1 will be disabled.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The vacuum tube high-speed flight train, whose speed exceeds 1000 km/h, is an novel rail
transportation technology. Therefore, a reliable bidirectional communication link between the train and
the ground plays a key role in guaranteeing the safe operation of this system. Currently, there is almost
no research on train-to-ground communication technology of vactrain. Against this background, this
paper summarized several key challenges of train-to-ground wireless communication for the vactrain,
and explored the feasibility of current wireless communication technologies for speed over 1000 km/h.
In addition, the bandwidth and QoS requirements of vactrain’s train-to-ground communication service
are analyzed quantitatively. In terms of wireless access inside the tube, we proposed a leaky waveguide
with simple architecture but high performance. The simulation of the leaky waveguide is conducted,
and the results show the uniform phase distribution along the horizontal direction of the tube, but
also the smooth field distribution at the point far away from the leaky waveguide, which can suppress
Doppler frequency shift, indicating that the time-varying frequency-selective fading channel could be
approximated as a stationary channel. As the wireless channel can be approximated as a stationary
channel, an electromagnetic lens system is proposed to achieve direct wireless coverage for train.
Moreover, moving cell scheme based on the C-RAN architecture is adopted to deal with the extremely
frequent handoff.

In future work, more research is need to test and simulate the communication performance of
the architecture based on leaky waveguide at system level. In the meantime, further studies should
investigate the multi-band leaky waveguide and the propagation characteristics of leaky wave inside
the full-sealed metal tube. In addition, further research is needed on the near-field convergence
technology, of which the basic idea is to form a couple of leaky waveguides into a certain array, and
thus converge the radiated leaky wave on the lens through beam-forming. As for the moving cell
scheme, the results comparing train speed vs number of switches per second would be considered for
a better perspective about the importance of moving cell. In addition, the simulation of moving cell
based on C-RAN would be conducted to test the handover performance.
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